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Information transmission
in remote
viewing experiments

tistic for this overall matching result is
derived
assuming
non-independent
assignment of transcripts to target sites (as
in guessing the order of a random
IN a recent letter to Nature' Marks and sequence of the digits one through nine,
Kammann offer criticism of the SRI each used once)5; the result (seven out of
experiments in 'remote viewing', the abil- nine correctly matched) is significant at
Furthermore, the more detailed
ity of certain individuals to access and P <
describe, by means of mental processes, targetltranscript rating matrix was
information blocked from ordinary analysed by an exact factorial method";
the result obtained by this analysis was
perception by distance or
They hypothesise that the apparent suc- significant at P = 2.2 x lo-'. The greater
cess in these experiments may simply be significance obtained by the latter, more
an artefact of statements in the subjects' sensitive measure of targetltranscript
transcripts which provide extraneous cues correlations reflected the following
useful to judges attempting to blind match important fact: the judge found that, with
transcripts to target sites. They then argue the exception of two transcripts that did
that examples from the transcripts of the not seem to correspond to any site, the
first published experiment-a
nine-trial remaining seven transcripts each showed
series with subject Pricez-support their high correlation to one (correct) site and
hypothesis. We present here experimental low correlation to the others. This is in
evidence that demonstrates that this con- direct contradiction to the implication of
Marks and Kammann that little
jecture is false.
On reading Marks and Kammann, one targetltranscript correlation existed, and
of us (C.T.T.), who had no connection that matching is possible only on the basis
with the original Price series, offered to of artefactual cues.
independently reanalyse that series to test
Therefore, on the basis of an indepenthe validity of the Marks-Kammann
dently conducted empirical test, we reject
hypothesis. He edited the transcripts as invalid the Marks-Kammann concarefully, removing all phrases suggested jecture that success in the first-published
as potential cues by Marks and Kammann, study on remote viewing is to be attributed
and removing any additional phrases for to cueing artefacts rather than to tranwhich even the most remote post hoc cue scriptltarget correlations. It is also
argument could be made. The series was important to note that the Marks-Kamthen rejudged by a new independent mann critique did not address the quality
qualified judge (having previously shown of the remote-viewing descriptions in the
competence in blind matching and verbal transcripts per se, but was instead limited
content analysis of similar materials) who to criticism of a particular judging prowas unfamiliar with the Price series. The cedure used to evaluate those descripmaterials turned over to the judge con- tions. With regard to the descriptions
sisted of the newly edited transcripts themselves, we note that in the nine-tranpresented in random order, and the list of script series in question, when the target
target sites, also in random order was a boat marina the subject gave a
(different from both the transcript random consistent narrative that began with
order and from the order of original target "What I'm looking at is a little boat jetty
usage). The judge was instructed to pro- or boat dock along the bay. It is in a
vide, on a blind basis, a set of targetltran- direction about like that (pointing) from
script correspondence ratings, which here. Yeah, I see the little boats, some
required that she visit each target site and motor launch (sic), some little sailing
rate transcripts to targets on a scale of ships. . . . " For a landmark Hoover Tower
0-100 for all possible combinations, site, the subject summarised his impreshave a placegenerating a 9 x 9 matrix. These data also sions as "The area-I
yield the conventional overall measure of seems like it would be Hoover Tower".
targetltranscript correlations by indicat- For a recreational swimming pool site with
ing each first place match from the set of a 75 f t x 100ft rectangular pool and a
110 ft diameter circular pool, the subject
nine for each target.
The result of the blind matching of made a drawing of the target area as
transcripts to target sites in the rejudging centred about two pools of water, which
was that seven of the nine were again he dimensioned as a 6 0 ft x 89 ft rectancorrectly matched. The appropriate sta- gular pool and a 120 ft diameter circular

pool; and so forth. Furthermore, as pointed out above, blind content analysis of
the transcripts, which provides a sensitive
measure of the degree of targetltranscript
correspondences, confirms objectively the
subjective impression of above-chance
correspondence that one infers from
examples such as the above. With data of
this quality we would argue that it is not
surprising that empirical test failed to
confirm the cueing-artefact hypothesis put
forward by Marks and Kammann, but
rather confirmed that the targetltranscript matches in the first remote-viewing
study are to be attributed (as originally
interpreted) to the quality of the subject's
descriptions themselves.
Furthermore, in the extensive SRI
replication studies', which also yielded
significant results, the Marks-Kammann'
criticisms do not apply in principle. Target
lists and transcripts were separately
randomised, and transcripts were carefully checked before judging to ensure
absence of any phrasing for which even a
weak post hoc potential-cue argument
could be made.
Given (1) the failure (by empirical test)
of the cueing-artefact hypothesis to
account for the success of the first-published SRI remote-viewing study', (2) the
inapplicability of this hypothesis to the
later SRI replication studies', and (3)
the replication of this work in our own
and other laboratories, the bulk of which
is successful7, the data continue to confirm the original conclusion that remote
viewing is a viable human perceptual
capability.
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